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ABSTRACT

Polycrystalline carbon tubes were generated by CVD inside electrochemically prepared nano-porous anodic aluminium oxide membranes. This method produced nano-tubes without catalyst, featuring polycrystalline and a few layer thick walls. Individual tubes could be isolated and suspended on microfabricated substrates such that they formed single-side clamped beams. These beams were then used to investigate their mechanical properties employing electrostatic forces for bending the tubes beyond their mechanical stability where pull-in occurs, which could be detected by monitoring the current flowing from the tube to the substrate.

1. Introduction

The exceptional mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of Carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) are the main motivations for many research activities in nanotechnology. Microelectronic devices, electrochemical probes, intramolecular gene delivery devices, scanning probe microscopy tips, nanoporous membranes, composite materials, Hydrogen and energy storage [1,2] are some applications, which aim taking advantage of the properties of CNTs. Knowing the exact mechanical properties of the employed CNTs is important to predict the reliability and the functionality of these elements.

Since their discovery, it was expected that CNTs would display extraordinary mechanical properties [3]. Long before sufficient quantities of CNTs were produced to allow mechanical measurements, a number of studies had used computer simulation to study and predict their properties [4] calculating a Young’s modulus of 1.5 TPa, similar to the value for an individual graphite layer. This study was followed by papers predicting that the Young’s modulus of CNTs was close to 1 TPa independent of CNT type and diameter [5]. Different methods have been used to investigate the Young’s modulus of CNT. Two studies from Enomoto et al. [6] and Masahiro et al. [7] used a nano-probe manipulator fitted into a transmission electron microscope to mechanically manipulate the CNT. In the studies of Arun et al. [8], the Young’s modulus of a CNT was determined by electrostatically manipulating several carbon nano-tubes (forest) simultaneously and Salvetat et al. had used the AFM technique to bend the tubes [9]. They had measured Young’s moduli between 12 and 50 GPa.

In the presented study, which is part of the European project Catherine [10], polycrystalline carbon tubes were generated and investigated for potential applications in the next generation high speed electrical nano inter-connection. Here, the technology to generate those carbon tubes was presented and The Young’s moduli were determined by the electrostatic pull-in instability method proposed initially by Sadeghian et al. [11] for MEMS (silicon cantilevers), which was further advanced here for NEMS (investigating individual nanometre sized nano-tubes). This method was chosen because its implementation is easy for the nano-elements, it’s robust, repeatable, high accurate. The experiments were done outside SEM or TEM to avoid any damage of the specific carbon nano-tubes with the electron beam.

2. Methods

Carbon tubes were synthesized by CVD into a template [2]. We used Ethene (C₂H₄) as precursor and nano-porous Anodic Aluminium Oxide [AAO] membrane without catalyst as template.
The membranes had a diameter of 1 cm, a thickness of 60 μm and the average pore diameter was 365 ± 10 nm. The deposition time was 20 min under isothermal conditions after a pre-treatment of the membrane under nitrogen flow from room temperature up to 970 °C. The flow rate was 200 Ncc/min of C2H4 3% v/v in N2. The gas flows were arranged to be vertical for better controlling the fluid dynamics of the reactor, forcing the flow to pass through the membrane. The result is shown in Fig. 1a.

To individualize nano-tubes, nitrogen (N2) plasma was used to sputter-etch a non-desirable carbon layer, which grew during the CVD on the top and bottom surfaces of the membrane. The optimum etching was obtained at N2 flow rate of 60 sccm, pressure of 0.015 mbar and power of 100 Watt. The AAO membrane was then selectively removed by wet-etching for 5 min in 0.5 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) resulting on bundles of tubes, which were suspended in ethanol then sonicated for 20 min to obtain individual tubes. The sonication time is a critical trade-off between sufficiently separating the bundles and damaging individual tubes.

The substrate featuring the electrodes for the pull-in experiments was microfabricated from a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. The base silicon layer was 500 μm, the buried, isolating silicon dioxide 1019 nm, and the device layer 340 nm thick. The device and insulating layer were locally etched to form a step (Fig. 1c).

A small droplet of ethanol containing suspended tubes was dispensed on the substrate. After evaporation some tubes were found as freestanding cantilevers, which were attached on one side to the device layer and hanged over the base layer with their free end (Fig. 1c). SEM images allowed measuring the average nano-tube diameter, 365 ± 5 nm, which is equal to the pore diameter. These images were taken on tubes that were not used for the experi-
ments afterwards, avoiding possible errors by e-beam induced damages. The Young’s moduli, E, of individual nano-tubes were measured based on an electrostatic pull-in experiment [11]. The chip with the suspended nano-tubes was mounted in a prober station (Mod. XY Süss Microtec). The top electrode and the nano-tube were contacted by placing a probe needle onto the nano-tubes, while the bottom electrode was contacted with a second probe. The surface underneath the probe needles was scratched to remove any possible oxide layer and to ensure good electrical contact. Both probes were then connected to a source measure unit (Keithley 2600), which in turn was connected to a data acquisition system.

3. Experiments

Applying and increasing a voltage, V, between the two electrodes caused the nano-tube to bend towards the base layer because of the electrostatic force. The magnitude of this force was a strong function of the applied voltage and of the distance between the cantilever and the substrate, x. At a certain voltage, which is called the pull-in voltage, the electrostatic forces become stronger than the mechanical strength of the nano-tube. The system became unstable and the free end snapped to the substrate. This was interpreted that the nano-tube was in contact with the substrate and nano-tube tip spring constants: 

\[ F_s(x, V) = \frac{\pi \varepsilon_0 L}{\sqrt{(d_0 - \frac{2}{n})((d_0 - \frac{2}{n}) + 2r) \arccos \left(1 + \frac{d_0 - \frac{2}{n}}{V^2}\right)}} \]  

\[ F_t(x, V) = \frac{0.85\pi \varepsilon_0 ((d_0 + r)^2)_{1/3}}{\sqrt{(d_0 - x)((d_0 - x) + 2r) \arccos \left(1 + \frac{d_0 - x}{V^2}\right)}} \]

where, \( r \) is the nano-tube outer radius, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of vacuum. The elastic response of the nano-tube is represented by the spring constant which is given by two components, nano-tube side-wall and nano-tube tip spring constants:

\[ k_i = \frac{8E}{L^2}, k_f = \frac{3E}{L^2} \]

where, \( k_i \) and \( k_f \) are the effective spring constants of the tip – substrate distance. For the measured pull-in voltage, the Young’s modulus of the nano-tube and the measured wall-thickness of the nano-tube, which was found to be equal to 5 nm. This gives an outer diameter, \( D_o \), of 365 nm and an inner diameter, \( D_i \), of 355 nm. A plot of the total force based on the sum of the electrostatic forces and an effective spring constants \((k_i, k_f)\) as function of the tip – substrate distance is shown in Fig. 3. The direction of electrostatic force is considered to be positive. In order to find the right Young’s modulus of the nano-tube, we took the voltage for which pull-in was observed. Pull-in is characterized by the fact that there is only one nano-tube cantilever (Fig. 2). The polycrystalline carbon tubes used in this experiment are large compared to pristine CNTs size, which allow us observing the CNT’s pull-in and retraction (when the voltage is set at zero) under an optical microscope. This observation proves the mechanical aspect (pull-in) of this experiment. The experiment was done on different CNTs and the results are shown in Table 1.

The general characteristic was comparable to the first experiment but there were significant differences on the pull-in voltage value and on the final linear part. Generally, the pull-in voltage was lower for each consecutive experiment and also the slope of the linear part became smaller, which means that the electrical conductivity had decreased. After several repetitions the CNT stick to the surface and acts as a conductive wire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Young's modulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube</td>
<td>Exp. No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
one gap distance where the total force is equal to zero (the instable position). The Young’s modulus of the nano-tube is then equal to the one which has a horizontal tangent at its root.

It’s interesting to observe that it was difficult to repeat the experiment for a single nano-tube: By conducting the pull-in experiment several times with the same nano-tube, the pull-in voltage was found generally to decrease, thus the Young’s modulus, as shown in Table 1. This could be caused by the electrostatic charges remaining, after each experiment, between the nano-tube and the substrate. But, few minutes were used between the measurements to minimize the charging effect and the possibility of observing the pull-in effect under an optical microscope allow us to interpret this phenomenon rather as sign for a modification of the mechanical characteristics of the specific nano-tubes used in this project: The stiffness of the nano-tube became weaker after each experiment which changes the initial gap \(d_0\). Fig. 2 strengthens this interpretation, where the linear parts of the curves for sample I are shown; the slope is decreasing after each repetition, indicating an increasing resistance. This could be due to an increasing amount of structural defects. We therefore concluded that only the first measurement for each nano-tube should be used for extracting the Young’s moduli.

The uncertainties are also calculated considering, in the developed model, different tolerances of the nano-tube length, diameter, pull-in voltage and the gap nano-tube / substrate, for which we found an average \(E\) of \(1.07 \pm 0.16\) GPa.

From the HREM and fast Fourier transform, FFT, images shown in Fig. 4a and b, we observe that the wall structure of the nano-tubes consists of graphite like structures of \(3.5 \pm 0.2\) Å spacing and amorphous carbon. This figure shows that the wall structure of the used carbon nano-tubes is not similar to a pristine multi walled CNT structure. The layers of the used tubes are more disordered, therefore their structure changes even after a small bending of the nano-tube.

5. Summary and conclusion

Novel carbon nano-tubes were generated by CVD into porous anodized aluminium oxide. This template synthesis permits to obtain open-end nano-tubes, with diameters that can reach hundreds of nanometres, a well-controlled central canal and high purity. However, the tubes were not crystalline but rather showed only partially ordered graphitic patches and amorphous carbon, a thermal annealing (>2000 °C) would be required to improve the structure. The mechanical properties of these tubes were analysed by electrostatic pull-in experiments. The results revealed a Young’s modulus of \(1.07 \pm 0.16\) GPa.
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